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Hot on the plate – China Connect 
 Jun 2019 Financial Data Commentary: Social financing growth steadily enters a “flattening zone”, 

while bank credit structure still needs optimization 
Macroeconomic｜In the whole month of Jun, credit increased by Rmb1.66trn, social financing rose by 
Rmb2.26trn, up at 10.9%, and M2 grew at 8.5% YoY, which were fully in line with our expectations (CITIC 
Securities predicted the growth rates at 10.9% and 8.5% respectively), but slightly beat market expectations. 
We believe that the growth rate of social financing has entered a "flattening zone" and will continue to remain 
at c. 11% in the third quarter. However, as banks’ risk appetite still needs to be improved, the credit structure 
has become a "weak link" under the shining financial data. 
 

 Jun 2019 Import and Export Data Commentary: Downward demand and disruptive trade frictions 
lead to falls in both imports and exports  
Macroeconomic｜Jun recorded a fall in the growth rate of both imports and exports, which we believe was 
mainly a result of sluggish demand and trade frictions. Following the recent resumption of China-US trade 
talks, the Chinese side has repeatedly reiterated its call for the abolition of all currently hiked tariffs. If these 
additional tariffs are abolished, China’s imports and exports will improve to a certain extent. Because of the 
asymmetry of tax hikes between China and the United States and the spread of the negative impact of the 
increased tariffs across the global industrial chain, the abolition of the increased tariffs will boost imports 
more than exports, and China’s trade surplus against the United States may also be narrowed. Subsequent 
attention needs to focus on the short-term disruptive impact of the progress in China-US trade talks. 
 

 A-Share Strategy Focus 20190714: Changing pace, but unchanged trend  
A-Share Strategy｜As far as the medium-term trend is concerned, there are actually no fundamental 
changes in the factors that have recently disrupted the market. Despite divergence in the pace of liquidity 
liberalization, its trend of marginal liberalization and correction of A share valuations remains unchanged, 
while policy support for the economy and finance will not change either, but only with heightened intensity. 
With short-term fluctuations but an unchanged long-term trend, A share are still on a slow upward track. We 
recommend continuous allocation to core assets, and call for enhanced layouts for names which report 
better-than-expected interim earnings. 
 

 Airport Duty-Free Thematic Report: Cash realization of non-aviation value opens up a new stage of 
business development for airports 
Social Services ｜ Compared with aviation revenue, non-aviation revenue presents a more efficient 
realization of airports’ passenger flows, while the proportion and quality of international passenger flows 
determine the value of non-aviation businesses. With prominent resources value, hub airports have a big 
upside for non-aviation revenue, thus possessing high certainty and growth potential. We therefore 
recommend long-term allocation to them. 
 

 Overseas Weekly Strategy 20100714: As the half year review time arrives, tap into potential new 
members of “Hong Kong stock connects”  
Overseas Strategy｜In mid-Aug 2019, Hang Seng Indexes Co., Ltd. will announce the results of its second 
round of review of the HSCI component stocks this year, with formal adjustment expected to be effective 
Sep 9, by which time the stocks list of “Hong Kong stock connects” will change accordingly. Based on Hang 
Seng Indexes Co., Ltd.’s HSCI screening criteria and the requirements of the Shanghai and Shenzhen stock 
exchanges for individual stocks to join Hong Kong stock connects, we predict a list of stocks which are likely 
to be included in/removed out of the stocks list of “Hong Kong stock connects”. 
 

 Jun 2019 Financial Data Commentary in the Context of the Banking Sector: Special bond issuance 
gathers paces, while social financing slightly beats expectation  
Banking｜The People’s Bank of China has stated that it will maintain reasonable and ample market liquidity, 
followed by pre-adjustment and fine-tuning. In addition, fiscal policy is expected to continue to play a role 
and positively impact social financing and the economy in the third quarter. Besides, banks’ rising interim 
earnings growth rate is expected to continue at the level of the first quarter (c. 6%), and bank stocks are still 
one of the sectors with high investment certainty. 
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Other recommendations 
 

 Express Delivery Sector Jun 2019 Data Tracking and Commentary: With faster volume growth, the 
sector still deserves active allocation despite accelerating price decline 
 

 China Merchants Shekou Industrial Zone Holdings (001979) Jun 2019 Sales Data Commentary: 
Tremendous credit advantages, and leads the whole sector in terms of sales volume  
 

 China Vanke (000002) Jun 2019 Sales Commentary: Steady operations, and long-term growth prospects  
 

 Contemporary Amperex Technology (300750) 1H19E Earnings Preannouncement Commentary: 1H 
earnings are in line with expectation, with consolidated leading advantages  
 

 Beijing Thunisoft (300271) 1H19E Earnings Preannouncement Commentary: Earnings are in line with 
expectation, with high revenue growth 
 

 Qingdao Tgood Electric (300001) 1H19E Earnings Preannouncement Commentary: 1H earnings are 
dragged down by PV business, but continuous business posts robust growth  
 

 Banking Sector Investment Watch 20190714: The dictation of fundamentals returns  
 

 Healthcare Sector Weekly News Roundup (2019.7.14-2019.7.20): Policy is fine-tuned, but the direction 
of stock selection remains unchanged 
 

 Fluorine Chemical Sector Update: As Honeywell faces likely sanction, tightening foaming agent supply 
may get even tighter 
 

 Mango Excellent Media (300413) 1H19E Earnings Preannouncement Commentary: Earnings beat 
expectation on growing platform advertising and payment income 
 

 Beijing Easpring Material Technology (300073) 1H19E Earnings Preannouncement Commentary: 
Earnings grow against the odds, and capacity will continue to be released in the second half of the year 
 

 Songcheng Performance Development (300144) 1H19E Earnings Preannouncement Commentary: 
Earnings are expected to grow 10%-25%, with a return to strong-growing prime business  
 

 Hand Enterprise Solutions (300170) 1H19E Earnings Preannouncement Commentary: Earnings 
slightly miss expectation, and watch for progress in transformation cooperation   
 

 Wuhan Raycus Fiber Laser Technologies (300747) 1H19E Earnings Preannouncement Commentary: 
Earnings are basically in line with expectation, and rising production capacity and gross profit are worthy 
watching in the second half of the year 
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